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SUM3L!J?Y.

This investigation was carried OULby the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
for the purpose of measuring the value of & in f3&ht. The method consisted in flying with heavy
\veights on each wing tip, suddenly reIea@ one of them, and alIow-@o the airplane to roil up to
90” wikh controls heId h neu traI whiIe a record was be&D taken of the airspeed, and angular
veloci~y about the X axis. The results are of interest as they show that the damping found in
the wind tunneI by the method of small oscilIatiom is in general 40 per cent higher @an the
damping in fl@t. At 50 M. P. H. the Qwht curve of LP has a I@h peak, which is not indicated
in the model resuIts. It is also shown that at this speed the Iaterd maneuverability is 10JV.

INTRODUCTION.

The stabilihy derivatives of airplanes have beeri maidy determined in the wind tunnel
by the method of small oscillations. As there is some doubt as to the valitihy of the derivatives
measured in this wa~ several of these Imve also been determined in &oht. In X. A.. C!. A..
Report Xo. 112 the values of Y., -LVand N, have been obtained in free flight and their agree-
ment with the wind tunnel rcsdte is not as good as could be wished. As accurzate vaIues of the
dampimg coefficients in fright are of use in many problems it, was thought desirable to make
careful measurements of LP.

METHODS AND APPARATUS.

This test was carried out on a JN4h airpIane in ewq Kay standard’ excep~ for the ad-
ditiou of W%C tip weights. The method consisted in loading a box on each V@ tip z -with
150 pounds of sand and when in steady flight suddenIy reIeasing the sand in one box, AiIe
with neutral controls the airplane was aLIo-wed to roll up to a vertical bank. At this point
the rudder was kicked over and the other box emptied. The sand in the boxes was care-
fully dried each time and from observations on the ground it was estimated that a box was
emptied in 1sss than O.5 seconds.

The instruments used were the N. A. C. A. recording airspeed meter 3 and anguk -re-
Iocity recorder.’ The Iatter instrument consists of an electrically driven gyroscope whose
precessional force, due to a given angular -reloeitty, is recorded on a movingj film. The airspeed
was recorded mereIy as a check orL the piloti’s B-fig and to be sure that the speed did not fall
of? before a steady anguIar velocity was reached.

Tests were made at speeds from 40 M. P. H. to 90 M. P. H. at an aItiLude for which the
density was 0.9 of stamkrd. The speed of the motor was in alI cases 1,35cIR. P. M. The -weight
~f sand b eaeh box was 150 pcmnds and its distance from the center of the airplane was 14.7

feet.
As the tests were alI flown at a density which was 0.9 of standard, the indicated airspeed

should be divided by 0.95 to gi-re the true airspeed. The angular wlocity as read in the air
corresponds to this corrected velocity and the lower dem~ity, and must be multiplied by 0.90 to

give the approximate an=gular velocity under standard co~ditions. The w40cities gi-ren on the
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curves in this report, however, we not corrected in the above manner for it wuuhl be necessary
to correct the angular -relocity in a rather complicated way to awount. for the change in m@o
of attack with the change in clensity. It was considered better, therefore, to gi-re the vfilucs a-s
they were read for they will be most usually applied to flying conditions at that density, If it.
is desired to make a comparison with the wind tunnel tests the approxinmte corrections given
fibove can be applied to these values.

PRECISION.

The airspeed meter was carefuWy calibrated over a speed course just, fifter the test; so that
the readings should be precise, except at the stalling speeds, to -&2 miles per hour. The angular
-reIocity recorder was calibrated frequently on a revolving table, which should give a precision
in this quantity of 0.01 radians per second, The sand was weighed out in e=rery case to ~sithin
1 per cent of the indicated value.

All of the tests were made in smooth air and the flying w-as so carefully executed that
numbers of check runs on different days agreed with the previous nlues within 0.01 r~dians
per second.

The constant angular velocity was reached in about 1.0 seconds, corresponding to an angle
of bank of about 6°: hToside slip was detected at this angle so there is e-very reason to belie~e tl]at
the angular velocity when first reaching its constant value is the true rolling ~elocity clue to the
given moments.

A slight error may have crept into the results by the sand boxes themselves influencing
the damping coefficients, but as they were on the under side of the lower wing, and approxim-
ately 80 per cent of the damping is due to the upper wing, their effect can have been very
slight-at the most not over 5 per cent.

Rolling has been considered in wind tunnel tests to occur about an axis through the cent cr
of gr~vity, but it may be readily seen that this does not necessarily hold true in fright. If we
(’onsider the airplane flying with both sand boxes loaded in steady flight, w will have an angle
of attack which will be in equilibrium with the loaded plane. Whm one load of sand, hoJv-
e-rer, is released the angle of attack w-ill be greater than necessary to support itself, causing this
wing to rise. The action will then be the same as if a force of 150 pounds was suddenly a])plied
upwards to that wing tip. After a short time, ho]ve-ver, the angle of attack will ha-re dccrcfiscd
to its equilibrium value for the lighter load, in which case the light wing wN be lifting enough tu
provide one half of the moment due to the remaining sand; the heavy wing will of courw bc
lifting the same amount, so the total result will be an equivalent moment. on each wing of hfilf
the moment given. by the sand. These conditions will therefore force the airplane [o rottitc
about its center of gravity. Due to the fact that one sand box is loaded, the center of gravity
will be displaced from the plane of symmetry by about 0.8 of a foot, but this in turn will
make the light wing provide more damping than the hea-ry one, so th~t, the centrr of rotution
will lie somewhere between the plane of symmetry and the center of gravity, probably nearer
the former. There can be no doubt that the airplane revolves approximately about an axis
through the plane of symmetry, and what error there is can not make the value of LP too W] all,

RESULTS.

The form of the records of angular velocity for airspeeds of o-rer 50 M P. H. is shown in figu w
1, There is a steady rise in angular velocity for about one seconcl corresponding to an angle of
bank of about 6° and then a constant value is maintained until tho controls are mod. This
(.~onstant value is the one used in plotting the cum-es. The records taken at spwds IJC1OW
!50M.P.H. ha-ve a form as shown inFigure 2 indicating that a steady ~alue has not been obtmined
in the length of time available. :Iutorotation undoubtedly occurs at these low sp{ds.

The curve of angular velocity in roll for the JN4h due to a constant rolling monlen~ of 2,210
feet pounds is shown in, Figure 3, As the airspeccl decreases from 85 M. P. 11, the angular
velocity increases, as we should expect, At 65 M. P. T+,, however, the angular velocity starts to
decrease reiwhingiiminimurn at 53 N. P. FL; and then increases very rapidly at speeds below this,



The cwre is no~ draw-n through the last two points as they do not represent the true angydw
rekwity bwaus~. of autorotation.

Fn-,m a theoretical st andpoint, assuming a straight lift cur-i-e, w-e shouId ~xpect. the anawkir
-.

~elocity to f’olIow the dotted cur~e in Fi=we 3; so the dip in the curve at 53 M P. H. -was quite
unexpected. il number of check runs, hov-e~er, conclusively established this peculiarit~.
Searching for some explanation of this it w-as noted that some of the an=dar -reIoeit~ curves of ~
set {If ~~foiI~ ~th afierom recentIy tested in the hT..4. C. A. wind tunneI showed the same effect)

although not so markedy; that is, there was a peak at about 7° and a dip just before autorota-
tion began.5

To study this phenomenon more closely, an airfoiI was mounted on its .X ~xis in ball
bear~~s in the center of the -wind tunneI. The airfoil was then set at -rarious angles of attack,
a constant roLling moment -was applied to it by means of a cord and w-eight, and its rate of rotation
n(oted. Although the precision of the test we. not high, there was Little doubt that the rotational .
speed -was practicality constant with chang& in angle of attack up to aqjes near the burb~e
point, -where of course it increased.

—.

.!s it was _beIieved that there couM not be any serious error in the fight methods it was
(:onciuded that there must be a distinct difference between the model arid flight conditions at
medium angles of attack. To test this out the JN4h without sand boxes was rolIed by the sudden —
application of fulI aileron and the time to reach 36° bank taken. The rew.dts obtained a-reraged
from severaI runs-are shown in Figure J and cIearly confirm the resuIts shown in Figure 3.
That is, the rolling ~elocity is constant for speeds down to 6531. P. FL, decreases lo a minimum
tit 55 M. P. H., and then increases again.. Lower airspeeds were not attempted as the ailerons
become ineffective near the burbIe point.

The darnp~~ coefficient in rolI is found from the an@r -wIocity and the rulling moment
l)y the foIlow-ing formula:

L,= .$
P

where p is the angular velocity and 72 is the mass of the airplane in slugs.
The ~ahes worked out in this way are plotted in Figure 5, and give the curves of the same

general shape as for the angular -reIocity. As before, the cur-res ha~e not been draw-n through
the twopoints at the Iom-speed as the anguIarveIocity Wnot reacha constant value. For the sake
()f mmparison a cur-i-e of LP as measured by the method of small osciIItit ions on a JhT2 model is
plotted in the same Figure after being transferred to the same air dem+ity as the full scrJe nir-
pIane. It w-M be seen that this cur-re is a straight line except at the low speeds w-here it rises
ablwptIJ-. M)oTe 65 M. P. H. the two curves are simikar except that the modeI values are npproxi-
mateIy 40 per cent higher than the fulI scale ones. .Uthough the tw) airplanes, the JX2 and
,JX4h, are not the same, the latter should have only a sIightly-Iarger damphg coeffhient due to
its greater span. .lt speeds below 65 M. 1?. H. the curves are cjuite dissimilar due to the dip cm
the full scale cur~e.

It does not seem to be possibIe at present to expItiin this interesting phermnenor~, but it
~eelm clear that the tunneI does not gi-re results comparable with full scaIe Sand the reason for
[his lack of similarity deserres furt her stud-y. At speecls above 6531. P. H., how-ever, the two kinds

E)f tests agree more nearly and the &~ht -ralues of Lp can certaifly be taken -with confidence as
they check up well in comput ations of IateraJ maneu~erability.

CONCLUSIONS.

iis the damping in flight m the ~T4-h is com~iderably larger at 50 M.P.H. than it is at speeds
zbove 65 N. P. H. it is e-riderk that lateral maneu~ers could not be carried out as rapidy around
that speed, a fact. which is shown by actwd measurements. This report shows from the rew-dts
(lb tained that the com-entional methods used in determ~~ stability derivatives in the -wind
tunnel are questionable. More work should be carried out, preferab~y on se-reral airplanes, to
(letermine the reason for this discrepancy between the -due of Lp in the tunnel and in ~~ht.
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FIG, I.—Form of records of mrguhr
velocity for abspeeds oycr 93
M, P. )4.

FIG. 4.—Lateral maneuverability of JN4h.
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